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than right, more
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say that
that the
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that R
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W to
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mental
is nothing,
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however,
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depth of
of the
the parparcompared to
to the
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indeed eager
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to
-—indeed
anticipation—- to
cut off one
one another's
another’s noses
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their
their
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mid-morning, I'd
I’d called
called
y mid-morning,
aa joint session
session that
that quickly
threatened
threatened to
to wheel
wheel out
out of
control.
put my hand
hand in
control. When
When II put
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pocket, I felt
felt the
the pennies
pennies cool
cool
against
ngers. II didn't
didn’t stop
stop to
to
against my
my ﬁfngers.
think.
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“I’ve
got these
these magic
magic pennies,"
pennies,”
"I've got
I said,
said, holding them
them up
up for
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see. The room went
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silent.
one to see.
I mean,
mean, completely
completely silent. No one
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were
was
yet looking
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at me
me as
as if I were
nuts,
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nuts, although
although I was
wonder myself
had
wonder
myself because
becauseII still had
no
clue as
was about
about to
no clue
as to what II was
say.
“intuition” and
and
say. They
They call
call this
this "intuition"
it works
works with
with judges
judges and
and juries.
juries.
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parties aa
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give the
the parties
chance, you
you need
need to
to stick
stick your own
chance,
neck out.
out.
II pulled
pulled an
an empty
empty Styrofoam
Styrofoam cup
cup
toward me and dropped the penny
in. Then II pushed
pushed the cup
cup back
back to
the center of the conference
conference table.
table.
"Remember how
how we
“Remember
we talked yesyesterday about separating the people
people
the problem?"
problem?” I asked.
asked. "The
“The
from the
cup
the problem,"
problem,” II continued,
continued,
cup is the
offering aa handful
offering
handful of
of pennies to the
parties, indicating that they should
each take one.
"If you
“If
you put your
your magic penny into

will help
the cup, it will
help you
you focus
focus on the
problem
your feelings
feelings
problem rather
rather than your
problem."
about the problem.”
Everyone was
was looking
looking bemused.
bemused.
My
suggestion was
was unexpected
My suggestion
unexpected but
but
not, itit seemed, unwelcome.
No
one leaned
leaned over
put his
his
No one
over to
to put
penny
in. Still,
Still, and
andsomewhat
somewhat
penny in.
uncharacteristically,
the papauncharacteristically, II had the
tience to simply wait.
Finally,
the neighbor
neighbor
Finally, one
one of the
parties,
won’t put
my
parties, Bob,
Bob, said,
said, “I
"I won't
put my
penny
until IIsee
see Jones
Jones put
put his
his
penny in
in until
in ﬁfrst."
rst.”
This was
was aa good
good sign.
sign. Bob
Bob was
was
beginning to make
make meaning
meaning with
beginning
was constructing
constructing the
the penny; he was
penny's relationship to the
penny’s
the dispute.
dispute.
"How will
“How
will itithelp?"
help?”Jones
Jones asked,
asked,
skeptically eyeing
skeptically
eyeing me.
me.
“Whenever
focus shifts
shifts
"Whenever your
your focus
back
said, “I’ll
"I'll
back to your
your feelings,"
feelings,” II said,
just
jingle
the
cup
a
little.
I’m
not
just jingle the cup a little. I'm not
suggesting
shouldn’t say
say how
how
suggesting you
you shouldn't
feel or why you're
you’re feeling that
you feel
way.
I'm just proposing that it would
way. I’m
help all of
of us
us ifif we
we were
were aware
aware of
help
the moments
moments when
when we’re
we're acting in
response to fear or anger and when
we're
thinking about
we’re thinking
aboutaa business
business sosolution
lution to
to an
an economic problem."
problem.”
Jones
tossed his
his penny
penny into the
Jones tossed
liked that.
cup. I liked
that. He
He was
was all in.
When
When Bob followed,
followed, they
they both
both
had to
to suppress
suppress smiles,
smiles, while
while
had
glancing at
at each
each other
other sheepishly.
sheepishly.
It was
was the ﬁ
rst time
time I'd
I’d seen
seen them
first
exchange
gaze that
that wasn't
wasn’t
exchange any
any gaze
ﬁlledwith
withanger,
anger,rancor,
rancor, suspicion
suspicion
filled
or fear.
fear.
I'm no magician, but the pennies
I’m
pennies
helped us
reach a settlement
settlement that
helped
us reach
day.
My friend
friend and
and fellow
fellow mediator
mediator
Lazar actually
actually is
is aa magician
magician
Jerry Lazar
miraculously settling
settling cases
cases by
-—miraculously
day
audiences with
day and
and unsettling audiences
close-up
the Magic
Magic
close-up miracles
miraclesatat the
Castle
wondered what
what
Castle by
by night. II wondered
"magical" solutions
“magical”
solutions he conjured up
mediation table.
at the mediation
table.
"My only
“My
only trick,"
trick,”he
he told
told me,
me, "is
“is to
incentivize
parties by
by slapping
slapping
incentivize the
the parties
a deck of cards on the table at the
start of the session. Then I purposestart
fully start
start shuffing
shufﬂ ing and
and cutting
cutting
fully
them.
parties think you're
you’re aa
them. The
The parties
crackpot, but
but either
either
mad genius or aa crackpot,
way it gets their
their attention. Then
Then you
authoritatively
announce: ‘If
we
authoritatively announce:
`If we
reach
reward
reach resolution
resolution today,
today, I’ll
I'll reward
you with a card
card trick
trick …
... but
but ifif we fail
to reach
reach resolution,
punish you
you
resolution, I’ll
I'll punish
with
tricks.'
with two
two card tricks.’
"Whenever the parties are at im“Whenever
passe, II casually
casually toy
toy with the deck.
passe,
deck.
You’d be
amazed at
how quickly
You'd
be amazed
at how
that motivates
motivates them to
to keep
keep pushpushforward."
ing forward.”
On
more somber
somber note,
note, Lazar
Lazar
On a more
added: “When
"When we begin our mediaadded:

tion training
training and
and practice,
practice, we
we often
hear (and
(and speak)
speak) of
magic of
hear
of the magic
mediation.
mediation. When
Whenitit works,
works, itit truly
truly
It's easy
is wondrous. It’s
easy to see
see why a
with sumediator feels like a wizard with
supernatural powers,
powers, enabling lambs
lambs
with lions.
to lie down with
lions. Based
Based on my
experience in
in the realms of magic
experience
magic
and mediation, here
here is
is my
my hope.
hope.
Once
you could
could
Once upon
upon aa time,
time, if you
water, put
put it in aa box,
take a cup of water,
box,
push a button, and make that water
boil -—without
withoutraising
raisingthe
thetemperatemperature inside
inside the
you’d have
have
the box
box —
- you'd
aa miracle
hands. Ditto
miracle on
on your hands.
Ditto for
talking to
to someone,
someone, or
or even
even seeseeing him or her
her in
in real
real time,
time, on
on the
the
other
or even
even
other side
side of
of the
the planet
planet—
- or
in outer space! How magical is that!
And
And yet, thanks
thanks to
to technology,
technology, even
even

the youngest child
child isis jaded
jaded by these
daily experiences.
experiences.
My fondest
fondest wish
our sosowish is that our
cial evolution keeps
keeps pace
pace with
with our
technological progress, so that the
peaceful resolution
resolution of
of disputes
disputes will
will
peaceful
similarly become
similarly
become as
as commonplace
commonplace
as microwaves and mobile devices.
devices.
Then it will
will no
nolonger
longer seem
seem that
that
Then
mystical
or card
card tricks,
tricks,
mystical forces
forces—- or
or magic
magic pennies
areneeded
needed to
pennies—
- are
bring together
together the
the bitterest
bitterest of
of enenemies
a common
emies for
for a
common purpose.”
purpose."
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